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If you were going to buy your child a soft toy, an $18 elephant for example, you would probably look
carefully at the warning labels: Is it flammable, does it present a choke hazard, or contain poisonous
substances? Assuming no present or latent threat, you may proceed to buy it and name it... Hadoop, for
example.
Companies would be advised to follow the lead of parents and read the warning labels of technology
products that they buy. These are not the ones that say "Hazard 110V," but rather the ones that are
understood by the cognoscenti. Unfortunately, they are also the ones overlooked by the popular media
who hype the latest and greatest technology and imply as if it was built out of granite.
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Look after your big data toys
Hadoop the software package is in danger of becoming a big corporate toy. A toy which, if looked after
(like the toy elephant), could bring bountiful happiness and reward to its owner. Unfortunately, it could
also, under some circumstances, lead its owners to the ER.

Join this radio show to truly understand
what a CIO needs to do to build a
successful private cloud and what skills
and values the IT team will need to
embody.
Listen

CXOs looking at the stories of Hadoop happy endings in the press need to be extremely wary of failing
to understand that it’s only on version 1.0.3. And that open-source does not mean there is no potential
for a downside.
This is not like buying a spreadsheet and plugging the data in. While the attraction is understandable,
success stories abound, and names like Google, Facebook, Amazon, Twitter, Walt Disney, Yahoo, IBM,
and Netflix all use this technology, if we take a step back and reflect, we see that these companies have
some very striking similarities. They are all giant tech companies, have ultra-high tech-IQs, extensive
tech support capabilities, deep pockets, a long history of leading tech change, and a management that
understands Hadoop.
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Two key questions
If your company is thinking of joining the big data revolution, and your technology team is talking to you
about funding a Hadoop solution, here are two litmus test questions before starting the journey.
First, ask them what MapReduce is and where it came from. If they can’t define it in non-technical
English, this is not a good sign. If they reply, "it’s a way of representing or placing products on a map,"
then you’re definitely not ready. It is, in fact, the programming model that underlies the computational
implementation.
Second question: What is the programming basis of the MapReduce? The answer should be a pure
functional programming model, technically a language one without side effects, such as Haskell, work
that originated in the 1980s by the likes of David Turner, and members of the Oxford University
Computer Lab (Programing Research Group). This technology isn't so new that people haven't had a
chance to see it, and technically aware IT staff should know this. For a more complete list of things
Hadoop is not, the Hadoop “Warnings Page” makes fun and interesting reading.
Fundamentally, understanding how and why a technology works remains important, and we need to
remind ourselves of this. It's seductive to think we're all technologists now, thinking due in large part to
being intoxicated by the simplicity of a smartphone or tablet. We forget these are consumption devices,
and not devices our organization is ever going to directly program or write an App for.
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Four outcomes if you don’t understand your own tech
This inability within an organization to understand technology at a deep level has four potentially
worrying outcomes:
• First, firms are forced to rely on third parties to do the technical development work. This can lead
to lags in cycle time; difficulty in developing meaningful SLA contacts (the technology is so new
there is no prior history); and higher development costs as the demand for the product drives up
the rates.

FEATURED VIDEO

Big Data Explained: What Is
YARN?

21

• Second, firms without technical depth are automatically laggards, handing over the technical
advantage to rivals who do have depth. These rivals are able to spot innovative technical
opportunities and act on them, further extending their advantage.
• Third, technically shallow firms won’t know what they don’t know. So when they see a label that
says Version 1.0.3, they may fail to understand this is a warning label, not just a version number.
For example, the following is a "Release Note" from Hadoop 1.0.3, referring to changes since
1.0.2:
Build fails with non-Sun JREs due to different pathing to the operating system
architecture shared libraries
The src/native/configure script used to build the native libraries has an environment
variable called JNI_LDFLAGS which is set as follows:

Getting to grips with Hadoop 2.0? Here's a simple video
explaining YARN.
Watch This Video

JNI_LDFLAGS="-L$JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/$OS_ARCH/server"

More Video Blogs

This pathing convention to the shared libraries for the operating system
architecture is unique to Oracle/Sun Java and thus on other flavors of Java the
path will not exist and will result in a build failure with the following exception:
[exec] gcc -shared ../src/org/apache/hadoop/io/compress/zlib...
• Finally, your system may work, but produce the wrong results. Worse, you might then act on
them.
Yes, you can point the finger once again at the technology group, but if you just lost the revenue race in
the end of year holiday retail sales period, the finger pointing may not be much comfort when you’re
asked to explain why the business went along with the big data suggestions. Saying “We just did not
understand the technology” may not help!
Perhaps now is the time to not just develop a technology roadmap for your next big data acquisition, but
really work to develop a human capital one as well. After all, its better to know what you don’t know than
find out the hard way.
•
•
•
•
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MDMConsult, User Rank: Exabyte Executive
11/30/2012 | 7:02:47 PM

Re: Bypassing the malpractice
With the growth of Hadoop and the more widespread adoption becomes within the enterprise, the
pressure will increase on both ends and offering education will just normally adapt. Having
the right skills drives demand in skill, in salary, etc al
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Anna Young, User Rank: Exabyte Executive
11/29/2012 | 5:05:31 PM

That's somebody else's job
I hate to disappoint you but I don't check labels on products and I certainly don't examine them
for flammability! I admit that's stupid but I expect the government regulators to do that and they've
done fairly well so far. However, your point is well noted. Perhaps I should be paying more
attention to labels, aside from the ones on food items, that is.
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Let's be honest. We've all become so reliant on government bodies to safeguard us we've
abandoned the things we should do to assure our well being.
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smkinoshita, User Rank: Exabyte Executive
11/29/2012 | 2:29:41 PM

Re: more training
"I think some companies don't take ownership of the technology by training employees and
building up knowledge within the organitation."
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@mharden -- You're not kidding. I've found that problem popping up in all sizes of organizations.
It's even worse when the people who actually have the training leave -- without passing their
training on to others. Then even when things were started up properly, they're not maintained
properly or other applications are added without fully understanding how they all have to connect.
Imagine if an organization begins using Hadoop properly, but the only person who really
understands it leaves, and those who are left have just enough knowledge to be dangerous?
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more training
I think some companies don't take ownership of the technology by training employees and
building up knowledge within the organitation. I actaully have a client that has been that way on a
different application. Your "Four outcomes if you don’t understand your own tech" section exactly
describes this customer.
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SharCo, User Rank: Petabyte Pathfinder
11/24/2012 | 4:26:14 AM

Re: Bypassing the malpractice
I would think that the bigger or more relevant Hadoop becomes, the bigger will be the need to
introduce courses on the program to students. The earlier, the more comprehensive, the better.
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SharCo, User Rank: Petabyte Pathfinder
11/24/2012 | 4:24:55 AM
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Re: Bypassing the malpractice
Misuse or impoper usage (or ignorant usage, if ever there is such a thing) are common things
that happen when the IT tech at hand don't really have a clue what they're using or supposed to
be doing with it. I agree that user training is key here; the team has to know what they're dealing
with and what they can do to take full advantage of it so that their efforts and the software itself
don't go to waste or get a bad name.
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legalcio, User Rank: Exabyte Executive
11/23/2012 | 9:28:46 PM

Re: Bypassing the malpractice
The industry is woefully behind on training professionals to step into companies and, if you will,
become Hadoop experts, or at least data experts. Good blog today on Saas-in-the-Enterprise on
Cloudera's attempt to finance the training of thousands of students in Hadoop, but it's going to
take more than one vendor. When will universities start to offer a big data/Hadoop curriculum?
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Saul Sherry, User Rank: Blogger
11/23/2012 | 10:25:47 AM

Re: Bypassing the malpractice
That's the crux, and something shortsighted IT planners skip - Hadoop is free, until it starts
costing you money in broken promises.
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kiran, User Rank: Petabyte Pathfinder
11/23/2012 | 10:22:34 AM

Re: Bypassing the malpractice
Yes Saul. It almost always comes down to how your end-user interacts with the system, which
leads to user training. User training is the key, and in case of Hadoop it matters to an added
extent. It's not rare to see application malpractices bringing organizational activities to a halt and
causing huge financial losses.
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Saul Sherry, User Rank: Blogger
11/23/2012 | 9:31:35 AM

Re: Bypassing the malpractice
@Kiran - I think another element here is the 'Big Data Hype'. I know we've spent a lot of time
pointing the finger at Big Data Hype (or BDH, if you will) in this community, but I feel Hadoop
especially has been hard done by. It's a great solution, but only when used correctly - Robert
here manages to spell out exactly where is is (and isn't) understood.
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